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For the most observers the first view on Rallitox Street Art works seem to be offending provoking but some
how, not directly vulgar. But after following the works of Rallitox for a while, the observer can realize that
Rallitox has more to express than some kind of monsters with to much eyes, dicks or tits. You could come
to a point, where you could understand how real, true and honest his works are reflecting the society. A lot
of people seem to not understand that mirror, he is holding up against our face by leaving his Street Art
pasted or painted against a wall. Or they just haven’t realized the problems that the society is facing.
Rallitox works are showing, how the society is driving into the wrong turn while chasing behind there
dreams, of being rich, and being greedy, a super mode, and sick, and so on. No wonder that the content is
often about politics and the media. The truth can hurt, and this is why Rallitox probably had to choose his
way of being an noncommercial Street Artist, because most gallerys like to keep their clients happy, even
when they are blind. Long story short telling: He is portraying humans.

 

 

http://rallitox.org/




Rallitox at the Art Base Grabowsee:

http://www.artbase2012.de/




 





Rallitox at the Graffiti Lobby Berlin

http://graffiti-lobby-berlin.cms4people.de/








 

Rallitox on Facebook

Rallitox on Flickr
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